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Summary. This article analyzes the Republic
of Belarus banks stability. Banks efficiency rating

assessment has been given on the basis of the most
important data.
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Revival of competition in the banking sector of
the Republic of Belarus significantly increases the
level of risk that the bank assumes interacting with
counterparty banks and other non-bank financial institutions. Access to the financial market and credit
institutions financial soundness is a necessary condition for the banking system stability. Banks reputation is of great importance today. Rating is the main
instrument to measure the reputation and thus the
sustainability. Banks rating plays an important role
in their development and efficiency, helps to rank the
banks, determines the place of each of them in the
banking system, determines the attractiveness for investments, for obtaining interbank loans, etc. Banks
ratings are an integral part of the information infrastructure which ensures the normal development of
the banking business.
Only major banks of Belarus aimed at international markets of capital can afford to use services of international rating agencies. This approach “narrows”
information field to analyze the state of the banking
sector due to the lack of completeness of coverage of
all banks ranging procedure.
In the methods of the international rating agencies (Standard & Poor’s, Moody’s Investors Service,
Fitch Ratings) rating of the bank reduced to one integral indicator of reliability, and the analysis includes a
large set of both financial and non-financial information. In this subjective assessment agency experts and
surveys of employees (that is not recognized organi42

zations) account for a significant share of the comprehensive assessment rating. Many smaller banks
are developing their own methodological tool that
allows an objective assessment of the counterparty in
terms of its financial stability. However, as practice
shows, not all banks for various reasons, can “bump”
the methodological support of counterparties rated
at a high level. Accumulated theory and practice of
other banking organizations methodological arsenal
also not always be used because of its complexity and
high complexity testing. In other words, a full analysis of the financial condition of banks is based on the
analysis of a large set of indicators that commercial
banks are very challenging.
The research showed that the universal technique
(a set of the unified indicators) rating assessment of
banks which would allow objectively instead of by
“order” to range banks and to define their place in
a banking system still isn’t developed. By estimates
of different agencies banks took different positions in
a rating scale, depending on what were used indicators for its assessment. A variety of initial indicators
which are “put” in algorithm of this or that technique
leads to different results of ranging of banks.
Nevertheless, the Belarusian banking practice
presses universal simple algorithm which would allow ranging objectively banks in various economic
conditions.
As universal indicators it is offered to use the unified coefficients which are defined by standard legФІНАНСОВИЙ ПРОСТІР
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islative base and are banks of Republic of Belarus
obligatory for execution.
The technique of an assessment safe functioning
of banks in Belarus leans on the following indicators:
standard of sufficiency of fixed capital (A1); standard
of sufficiency of the standard capital (A2); instant
liquidity (A3); current liquidity (A4); short-term liquidity (A5). The choice of these indicators is caused
by that they are legislatively regulated, that is are
obligatory for performance by all banks, are unified,

easily “give in” to monitoring, position itself as key at
an assessment of reliability of the credit organization.
Comparison of the rating results constructed on
indicators of safety of functioning and rating of Belorussian banks on assets led considerably different results. It is established that the steadiest bank not necessarily is the leader on assets. Change of positions in
a certain degree reflects what banks most successfully
worked in the conditions of quickly changing environment.
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